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Size-related traits are common targets of natural selection, yet there is a relative paucity of data on selection
among mammals, particularly from studies measuring lifetime reproductive success (LRS). We present the
first phenotypic selection analysis using LRS on size-related traits in a large terrestrial carnivore, the spotted
hyena, which displays a rare pattern of female-biased sexual size dimorphism (SSD). Using path analysis, we
investigate the operation of selection to address hypotheses proposed to explain SSD in spotted hyenas. Ideal
size measures are elusive, and allometric variation often obfuscates interpretation of size proxies. We adopt a
novel approach integrating two commonmethods of assessing size, and demonstrate lifetime selection on size-
related traits that scale hypoallometrically with overall body size. Our data support selection on hypoallometric
traits in hyenas, but not on traits exhibiting isometric or hyperallometric scaling relationships, or on com-
monly used measures of overall body size. Our results represent the first estimate of lifetime selection on a
large carnivore, and suggest a possible route for maintenance of female-biased SSD in spotted hyenas. Finally,
our results highlight the importance of choosing appropriate measures when estimating animal body size, and
suggest caution in interpreting selection on size-related traits as selection on size itself.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Both body size and morphological scaling relationships are
critical factors in ecology and evolution, as they are central
to energetics, niche partitioning, life-history strategies,
reproduction (e.g. [1–4]) and ultimately fitness [5,6].
However, selection on size can be complex. Consistent
positive sexual selection is common among male mammals
for access to females, or for control of resources required
by females, and is hypothesized to result in the observed
pattern where males are generally larger than female con-
specifics [5,6]. In many classes of animals, females are
often larger than males, probably because fecundity
increases with increasing body size [3]. By contrast,
female mammals are predicted to be smaller than males
owing to a trade-off between somatic growth and repro-
duction [5]. Deviations from these common patterns
probably result either from relaxation of widespread
selection, the imposition of novel selection or both.

Selection analyses are most reliable when performed
on lifetime fitness data [7–10]. Lifetime reproductive
success (LRS) is often considered a gold standard for
measuring fitness [7,9], performing well even against
rate-sensitive measures of lifetime fitness such as
lambda [11]. However, estimates of lifetime selection
remain rare owing to the difficulty of conducting long-
term evolutionary studies, particularly those involving
large carnivorous mammals (see [12] and references
therein). We use LRS data from a long-term field study

to evaluate selection on size-related traits among female
spotted hyenas (Crocuta crocuta); spotted hyenas exhibit
female-biased sexual size dimorphism (SSD), a condition
that is arguably unique among terrestrial carnivores [13].
We apply the results of our selection analysis to test a
number of the most commonly invoked hypotheses
explaining reversed SSD in spotted hyenas.

One of the first hypotheses forwarded to explain
female-biased SSD in spotted hyenas, the ‘infant defence’
hypothesis, suggests that larger mothers might be better at
preventing infanticide by conspecifics [13,14]. Another
possibility is suggested by the observation that increased
size decreases the relative metabolic cost of nursing in a
variety of species [2], permitting larger mothers to
invest more heavily in offspring (e.g. [15]). The metabolic
costs of lactation are extremely high among spotted
hyenas [16], and this ‘inexpensive lactation’ hypothesis
provides an explanation for why female size might be
under positive selection. The third hypothesis we test is
the ‘hunting success’ hypothesis, suggesting that hunting
success increases with size. Finally, the ‘feeding compe-
tition’ hypothesis suggests that larger females fare better
during intense competition to obtain food at kills domi-
nated by individuals of high social rank. All hypotheses
predict a positive relationship between female size and
fitness. Thus, we would fail to support any of these
hypotheses without evidence for positive selection on
morphological size traits in female spotted hyenas.
However, the infant defence and inexpensive lactation
hypotheses both further predict that one fitness com-
ponent in particular, cub survival, should increase with
maternal size, whereas the feeding competition and hunt-
ing success hypotheses make no specific prediction
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regarding which fitness components might be affected by
maternal size.

Despite its clear importance in ecology and evolution,
there is no well-accepted method for measuring animal
body size, nor is there a consensus on what body size
truly represents; this may result in widely divergent
interpretations of covariation of fitness with size. Body
mass can be problematic as a size measure, because it
may fluctuate temporally because of feeding, reproduc-
tion and other factors [17]. Mammalian carnivores such
as spotted hyenas represent extreme examples, as they
consume large amounts of tissue in a single meal (e.g.
[14]). A common approach to estimating body size is
use of taxon-specific univariate proxies, such as snout-
vent length in reptiles or body mass in birds and
mammals. However, this approach assumes both a
strong correlation and an isometric relationship, or 1 : 1
log ratio, between the trait and overall size [17]. We
define overall size here as a measure of all morphological
traits where all traits increase isometrically. Any allometric
variation, or deviation from isometry, represents a change
in shape rather than size. A common alternative to
univariate size measures is the use of the first axis
(PC1) from a principal components analysis (PCA) on
the covariance matrix of a set of log-transformed morpho-
logical measures (e.g. [18,19]). However, this approach
also assumes an isometric relationship between overall
size and each trait, indicated by the loading of the trait
with PC1. Failure to meet this assumption suggests that
traits do not contribute equally to the size measure, and
thus that PC1 represents both size and shape, obscuring
interpretation. Interestingly, however, this assumption is
probably seldom met, as allometric variation is more the
rule than the exception [20].

The current approach in selection analysis is to use all
available size-related morphological traits in a selection
gradient analysis to assess direct and indirect components
of selection [10]. However, there are potential conceptual
and practical drawbacks to this approach. Conceptually, if
all of the size-related traits in fact reflect an underlying,
but unmeasured, body size factor, then the contribution
of the size factor to fitness will be spread among the
traits. The high degree of multicollinearity in the model
will inflate standard errors for the partial regression coef-
ficients. This can lead to an inability to statistically detect
selection, even when it is operating. In practice, unrealis-
tically large sample sizes may be required to obtain
reasonable estimates with many traits and few a priori
expectations concerning those under selection.

Here, we use a novel approach for estimating body size
that represents a compromise between using PC1 as the
sole size proxy and a selection gradient analysis that
includes all traits. Our approach integrates multivariate
allometric techniques [21,22], identifies unequal contri-
bution of traits to PC1 and, if necessary, allows groups
of traits to be chosen for inclusion in multivariate
measures of size based on allometric relationships. We
then test for selection among female hyenas on three
composite size traits grouped by their multivariate allo-
metric coefficients, using LRS as a measure of fitness.
We demonstrate an explicit link between fitness and a
composite size trait that scales hypoallometrically in
adult female spotted hyenas, and use path analysis to
identify fitness components influenced by size.

Interestingly, we do not observe a significant relationship
between fitness and either mass or PC1 from a PCA per-
formed on all traits. We discuss these results within the
context of measuring size as a target of selection, and
with respect to the evolution of the rare form of SSD
reversal observed in spotted hyenas.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS
(a) Study organisms

Spotted hyenas are characterized by small litter sizes, slow

life histories and unusual genital monomorphism

[14,23–25]. Spotted hyenas live in social groups called

clans, consisting of up to 90 individuals including multiple

females born in the clan and their young, as well as several

adult immigrant males. Each clan is structured by a strict

linear dominance hierarchy [26–28], and an individual’s

position in this hierarchy has profound effects on both survi-

val and reproduction by mediating differential access to food

at kills [14,16,24]. Female spotted hyenas are physiologically

competent to breed after 24 months of age, but first parturi-

tion usually occurs in the third or fourth year of life; the

timing of first parturition varies greatly with rank [16,23].

Female hyenas are philopatric, whereas nearly all males emi-

grate and join neighbouring clans after puberty [29,30].

Spotted hyenas live up to 19 years in the wild [31].

(b) Study site, population and field methods

We used data from a total of 170 immobilizations: 68

immobilizations of 46 females in the Talek clan, 22 immobil-

izations of 14 females in the Mara River clan and 80

immobilizations of 80 females in other Mara clans; the latter

80 females were only included in the allometric and corre-

lation analyses, as we had no reproductive data for them.

For individual hyenas immobilized more than once as

adults, we used their mean values. Males could often not be

monitored or immobilized after dispersal from their birth

clan, so their lifetime fitness could not be accurately assessed

here. Therefore, our analyses were performed only on adult

females. From each immobilized hyena, we obtained the

four cranial and nine post-cranial linear morphological

measurements shown in figure 1. We only included measure-

ments taken after 36 months of age or after first parturition,

whichever came first; 36 months represent a conservative esti-

mate of the age at which reproductive and morphological

maturity is achieved among females [23,24]. Females were

included if they met these criteria even if they died without

giving birth. All morphological data were natural log

transformed prior to analysis.

(c) Fitness measures

As our measure of fitness we used LRS, defined as the total

number of offspring produced that survived to weaning. As

fitness components, we included cub survival to weaning,

average annual reproductive success (ARS) and reproductive

lifespan. Measuring fitness of mothers and their offspring

accurately can be difficult, and it may not be clear whether

to assign a particular component of fitness to the mother or

to her offspring. Assigning the fitness component of cub sur-

vival to weaning as a maternal fitness component is common

in mammalian studies. This practice has been criticized

because selection theory emphasizes that the fitness of indi-

viduals in one generation (e.g. offspring) should not be

assigned to individuals in another generation (e.g. parents),
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as this can result in incorrect predictions regarding evolution-

ary dynamics [10]. However, when the effect of the parental

phenotype on a component of offspring fitness greatly over-

shadows the effect of the offspring phenotype and there is

no genetic correlation between the parental trait of interest

and the component of offspring fitness, then it may be ben-

eficial to assign this component of fitness to the parent

[32]. Explicit consideration of a genetic correlation between

the parental trait and the component of offspring fitness of

interest has specifically been suggested, based on researchers’

knowledge of the species’ biology and the traits in question

[32]. In the case of spotted hyenas, there is no reason to sus-

pect a direct genetic correlation between maternal size and

offspring survival. In fact, offspring survival to weaning is

dominated by the mother’s ability to provide milk and pro-

tect her cubs [16,33], and is strongly influenced by

maternal social rank [24], which is learned and is not

under genetic control [34,35].

(d) Data analysis

(i) Allometric methods

For log-transformed morphological data, the multivariate allo-

metric coefficient for each trait is indicated by the trait’s loading

in the first eigenvector of the variance–covariance matrix

(PC1), called the allometric vector. In order for PC1 to rep-

resent an isometric size measure, the allometric coefficients

should equal 1/(p1/2), called the isometric hypothesis, where p

is the number of traits included in the PCA [36]. To compare

coefficients among traits, we used a bootstrap approach to esti-

mate 99% confidence intervals (allometric CIs) on the

loadings, resampling with replacement 10 000 times [21,37].

Because the allometric coefficients are estimated from loadings,

they are dependent on the covariance matrix of included traits,

and thus on the traits included in the analysis. Thus, the

specific allometric coefficient of a trait is dependent upon the

relative scaling relationship of the trait with other traits included

in the PCA. If a trait’s allometric CI overlapped the expected

value for isometry, representing the null hypothesis, the trait

was considered isometric to overall body size [36,37]. If the

CI fell below the isometric value, the trait was considered to

be hypoallometric to body size, or scale at less than a 1 : 1 log

ratio with overall body size, whereas a CI wholly above the iso-

metric value indicated a hyperallometric trait scaling at greater

than a 1 : 1 log ratio with body size. If all included traits did not

scale isometrically, PC1 would not be a good measure of overall

body size because each trait would not contribute equally, and

thus increases in PC1 would result in disproportionate changes

in the trait in question. Disproportionate increases in some

traits suggest that the size measure is conflated with shape.

Because PC1 with all traits included failed to represent a

good isometric measure of body size here, we split the

measured traits into three groups: traits that scaled hypoallome-

trically, isometrically and hyperallometrically with body size,

respectively. We then performed a separate PCA on each

group and used each resulting PC1 as a new composite

measure of size. This of course altered the resulting covariance

matrix, and thus the relative scaling relationships of the traits.

We therefore estimated the allometric coefficients of each

group, comparing them with the predicted isometric value for

each group. Any traits that demonstrated mild departures

from isometry were left in their respective groups, as perfect iso-

metry is unlikely. As an additional precaution, however, we also

temporarily moved traits that exhibited mild departures from

isometry to new groups, and repeated all further analyses to

determine whether their placement influenced our results. Cur-

rently, we do not know whether the measured traits are

functionally, developmentally or evolutionarily integrated, but

merely present them as appropriate and practical proxies for

size. Although we formed trait groups based on their allo-

metric CIs, we also wanted to determine whether these or

similar groups would also be generated if we used other group-

ing methods. If our trait groups were robust to the use of

alternative methods, this would support the idea that trait

groups were natural groups produced by similar evolutionary

and developmental processes, and not merely artefacts of

any particular covariance matrix. Therefore, we used the

‘pvclust’ package in R [38] to perform a hierarchical cluster

analysis, with bootstrap support values for nodes, to further

investigate relationships among the univariate morphological

traits of interest. We used 10 000 bootstrap replicates with

uncentred correlations subtracted from one as a measure of

distance between two traits. We used a variety of agglomera-

tion methods including Ward’s, single, average, median and

complete. Using a bootstrap resampling method allowed us

to estimate confidences in the various topologies of each den-

drogram. The combination of dimensional reduction and the

preservation of some allometric information makes this

technique very useful when a large number of size traits are

measured, especially when there are no clear a priori

hypotheses regarding the importance of specific traits.

(ii) Selection gradients and path analysis

We used Conner’s [39] approach to understanding natural

selection operating on one or more traits using selection gra-

dient analysis [10], multiplicative fitness components [8] and
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Figure 1. Morphological measurements taken from 140 adult
female spotted hyenas, displayed with allometric intervals
and labelled by corresponding letters; each letter refers to
only one trait. The isometric hypothesis for overall body
size is designated by the horizontal dotted line. Values on
the y-axis represent allometric coefficients, or the loadings
on PC1, for each trait.
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path analysis [40]. LRS was converted to relative fitness by

dividing it by mean absolute fitness for selection gradient

analysis [8,10]. LRS and all fitness components were stan-

dardized for path analysis [39]. We calculated standardized

selection gradients to estimate the strength of selection by

regressing relative LRS on the standardized traits of interest

[10,39]. Although we had full morphological trait data for

140 females, we had reproductive data on 50 females,

seven from the Mara River clan and 43 from the Talek

clan, and full LRS data for a reduced set of 31 individuals,

all from the Talek clan. For the selection gradient analysis,

we only used the 31 individuals from the Talek clan with

full LRS. The females used in each analysis represent all

females for which we had all necessary data. Although bias

could possibly be introduced into the path analysis by

inclusion of data from two clans, the ecological conditions

experienced by both clans are very similar [41], and the

results of the selection gradient analysis match the path

analysis closely, so we believe it unlikely. The three composite

size measures were included in a multiple regression along

with the standardized social rank of each animal. Social

rank was included to remove any correlated effects of rank,

as rank affects most aspects of life history, behaviour and

ecology in the spotted hyena [16,23,24,26,28,42]. However,

social rank among adult female spotted hyenas is not corre-

lated with mass or other univariate measures [23]. We also

assessed the relationship between rank and morphology in

our current dataset, described in the section on path analysis.

We did not include mass in the current analysis because any

effect of mass would conflate the effects of size and con-

dition, either of which might influence fitness [43,44]. We

did, however, perform a selection gradient analysis with

only social rank and mass to assess the value of this measure

in spotted hyenas, as well as a similar model with PC1 from

a PCA of all 13 traits replacing mass.

We performed path analysis using ordinary least-squares

(OLS) regression to determine which fitness components

are influenced by size-related traits and social rank, and to

elucidate the importance of different fitness components in

determining total fitness [39], as well as the potential influ-

ence of social rank on size in the current dataset. Offspring

achieve ranks directly subordinate to their mothers in this

species with no evidence that rank acquisition is influenced

by adult size [35]. We expected any correlation between

rank and size observed to be due to effects of rank on size

rather than vice versa. We thus fit the relationship between

rank and size as a causal path. The multiplicative fitness com-

ponents we included were reproductive lifespan, average

number of offspring born each year, or ARS, and proportion

of cubs born that survived to weaning. We confirmed this

approach by using structural equation models (SEMs),

which allow simultaneous estimation of all paths using maxi-

mum likelihood, using bootstrapping to construct CIs.

However, we only used SEM in a confirmatory role to

OLS path analysis owing to complications engendered by

the estimation of all paths simultaneously (see electronic sup-

plementary material). Because sample size limited the

number of variables that could reliably be included in the

path analysis, only traits found to be under significant (p !
0.05) lifetime selection in the selection gradient analysis

were included in the path analysis. We confirmed that this

was appropriate using corrected Akaike’s information cri-

terion (AICc) to compare the fit of the model containing

only the significant traits with other possible models.

To maximize sample size in our path analysis, we used all

50 females for which we had at least 3 years of fitness

measures after reproductive maturity. Nineteen of 50 females

included in the path analysis had left- or right-censored data;

left-censored individuals started breeding before our study

began, and right-censored individuals were alive at the end

of the study. To test whether the effect of size differed

between censored and uncensored individuals, we performed

model selection on ANCOVAs using likelihood ratio tests

and AICc (detailed in the electronic supplementary

material). No method indicated a difference regarding effects

of hypoallometric size on reproductive longevity between

individuals with full lifetime data and either left- or right-

censored individuals (electronic supplementary material,

tables S2 and S3), so we subsequently pooled the data for

these three groups. All statistical analyses were performed

in R v. 2.9.2 [45].

3. RESULTS
(a) Allometric analyses

As has been observed in studies with other organisms, the
loadings on PC1 from the PCA from morphological traits
were unequal among female hyenas (e.g. [21,22,46]),
with allometric CIs only overlapping the expected value
for isometry for six of 13 traits (figure 1). Using the
observed multivariate allometric patterns, we grouped
hyperallometric, isometric and hypoallometric traits sep-
arately, performed a PCA on each group and used the
new PC1s as multivariate proxies for size. We refer to
each resulting multivariate size measure by its original
allometric relationship to isometric size (e.g. ‘the hypoal-
lometric size trait’). The bootstrapped correlation analysis
indicated that groups identified by allometric relation-
ships were also generally robust to other clustering
methods (figure 2). The meaning of multivariate traits
calculated from such groupings is easier to interpret
than that of a PC1 calculated from all measured traits
because they can be interpreted more easily as a set of
proxies for overall size, not conflated with allometric
effects. For the purposes of this paper, we explicitly
limit ourselves to using these measures as size proxies,
and we make no inferences about possible genetic, func-
tional or evolutionary explanations for the observed
groupings. After reanalysing the allometric CIs of the
new multivariate traits, skull length and upper leg
length appear to be slightly hypoallometric to the new
predicted value for the multivariate isometric trait.
Thus, both traits appear to straddle the isometric and
the hypoallometric groups. However, moving these traits
into the hypoallometric group and repeating all analyses
does not change any of the remaining results (see
electronic supplementary material).

(b) Correlation analyses

The groups chosen using the allometric CIs were robust
to alternative grouping methods. Specifically, hierarchical
cluster analyses using a variety of agglomeration methods,
including Ward’s, average, single, complete and
Mcquitty’s, returned topologies similar to the groupings
chosen using the allometric CIs (figures 1 and 2).
Although complete congruence between the correlation
and allometric analyses was not universal across
agglomeration methods, especially at higher dimension
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topologies, all agglomeration methods generally
corresponded with the allometric CIs at lower levels.
Specifically, small clusters of traits commonly found
using one method were usually seen using others, and
were also recovered by partitioning traits using allometric
coefficients. Furthermore, two out of five agglomeration
methods recovered nearly the same partitions identified
by allometric coefficients (e.g. figure 2). The general
congruence observed here suggests that the allometric
CIs broadly reflect the action of the evolutionary and
developmental processes that generate bivariate corre-
lations between morphological traits. Therefore, it
seems reasonable to consider the groups we identified
using allometric CIs appropriate, both in terms of
multivariate statistical methods and interpretation of our
results, thus reinforcing the utility of our approach for
partitioning morphological traits.

(c) Selection analysis

We found no selection on isometric or hyperallometric
size measures (table 1). The model did, however, reveal
significant positive selection on the hypoallometric trait
(figure 3 and table 1), as well as a negative effect of
rank on LRS (table 1). By convention, the highest
ranked animal is assigned a rank of one, so a negative
effect of rank on LRS indicates that higher ranked
individuals have higher LRS. The observed selection on
the hypoallometric trait is fairly strong (b ¼ 0.313), as
Kingsolver et al. [12] demonstrated that absolute
magnitudes of selection estimates (jbj) roughly follow an
exponential distribution, with a mean of 0.22 and a
median of 0.16. In addition, the magnitude of selection
on the hypoallometric trait is more than twice that of
selection on the other traits. In the two separate selection
gradient models, one with mass and rank, and the other
with rank and PC1 from all size-related traits, neither
commonly used size proxy contributed significantly
to fitness (mass: b ¼ 0.223, s.e. ¼ 0.111, t ¼ 2.000,
p ¼ 0.055; PC1: b ¼ 0.200, s.e. ¼ 0.120, t ¼ 0.168,

p ¼ 0.105). Additional descriptive statistics and infor-
mation on the opportunity for selection (I) appear in
the electronic supplementary material and table S1.

(d) Fitness components

To understand how the hypoallometric trait contributes
to LRS, we used a path analytic approach, which demon-
strated that the hypoallometric size trait contributes to
LRS through its impact on both reproductive lifespan
and ARS (figure 4). Also, rank had a positive effect on
ARS, a marginally significant positive effect on cub survi-
val and no effect on reproductive lifespan (figure 4). Rank
also had a non-significant positive effect on the hypoallo-
metric trait, suggesting that low-ranking females may be
larger as adults than high-ranking females (figure 4). All
fitness components had strong effects on LRS, though
the effect of reproductive lifespan was much stronger
than ARS or cub survival (figure 4). Finally, the negative
correlation between ARS and cub survival (figure 4)
suggests a possible reproductive trade-off. The negative
correlation between ARS and cub survival to weaning in
figure 3 was taken from the SEM because the correlated
errors did not meet the assumptions of a recursive
model, but other path coefficients were unaffected.
Using OLS path analysis, this negative correlation was

Table 1. Parameters from multiple regression selection
analysis performed using data from 31 adult female spotted
hyenas. b values are standardized selection gradients.
Significant effects at a ! 0.05 are indicated by asterisks.

b s.e. t p-value

rank 20.276 0.108 22.545 0.0172*
hypoallometric size 0.313 0.112 2.788 0.0098*
isometric size 20.105 0.145 20.729 0.4726
hyperallometric size 0.139 0.143 0.977 0.3378
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Figure 2. Cluster diagram from hierarchical cluster analysis
on univariate measures. Cluster analyses were performed
using five different agglomeration methods, and distance
measures calculated from uncentred correlations. Shaded
regions designate groups of traits that are returned by four
out of five agglomeration methods. The exact topology
shown was returned by two out of five agglomeration
methods.
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present, but not significant at a ! 0.05. There were no
other discrepancies between the traditional path analysis
and the SEM (figure 4 and electronic supplementary
material, table S4).

4. DISCUSSION
The intensive sampling and individual identification
necessary to obtain long-term fitness data are difficult in
free-living populations, particularly for animals that are
cryptic, nocturnal, dangerous or long-lived. We present,
to our knowledge, the first phenotypic selection analysis
on a large carnivore using LRS as a measure of fitness.
We also showed that LRS among female spotted hyenas
is affected by a multivariate morphological trait that
scales hypoallometrically with body size (figure 3 and
table 1). However, we failed to find evidence for selection
on either an isometric size trait, which is often thought of
as ‘idealized size’, or a hyperallometric size trait (table 1).
Although the results of the selection gradient analysis sup-
port all four adaptive hypotheses considered here, the
path analysis results (figure 4) fail to support either the
infant defence hypothesis or the inexpensive lactation
hypothesis, which predict an effect of size-related mor-
phological traits on cub survival. Instead, the results of
our selection and path analysis (figures 3 and 4) are con-
sistent with both the feeding competition hypothesis and
the hunting success hypothesis.

The feeding competition hypothesis suggests that large
body size in females might be favoured by selection if

females compete more intensively than males for food
[13,47]. Under this hypothesis, food is more critical to
the reproductive success of females than that of males,
and this appears to be the case among spotted hyenas
[48]. Reproductive opportunities among female spotted
hyenas are strongly limited by food; feeding competition
among females is very intense, and priority of access to
food has profoundly important effects on most measures
of female reproductive success [16,23,48]. Although
rank is the most important determinant of access to
food, size may influence food access through a greater
ability to steal or process food more quickly, increasing
intake rates without affecting priority of access. In
addition, size may be beneficial in situations where intra-
sexual rank plays a lesser role, such as during interspecific
interactions at kills. The hunting success hypothesis,
which is also supported by our data, suggests that hunting
success increases with size. In contrast to other extant
hyenas, spotted hyenas are proficient predators, and
even solitary hunters can bring down prey up to four
times their own body mass [49]. If selection is acting on
hunting ability, then females with larger values of the
hypoallometric trait should exhibit higher success rates
during hunts. Furthermore, if the hunting success
hypothesis is correct, we should see the same relationship
between hunting success and hypoallometric size traits in
males and females, but a greater effect of hunting success
on fitness in females. Although we view these hypotheses
as the most likely candidates, size data from adult males is
necessary to provide conclusive evidence in support of
any particular explanation for SSD in this species.
Other hypotheses proposed to explain SSD in spotted
hyenas, such as a pleiotropic effect of female masculiniza-
tion or selection for smaller males, cannot be directly
addressed with our current data.

The importance of ARS as a route through which body
size influences LRS among female spotted hyenas will
allow us to compare selection on size-related traits in
males and females directly, shedding further light on the
maintenance of female-biased SSD, which represents a
derived trait in this species [50]. Yet, one remaining ques-
tion concerns the source of variation in ARS. Namely,
does size influence ARS via inter-litter interval, litter
size or both? In a multiple regression, increases in the
hypoallometric trait resulted in larger litters (b ¼ 0.431,
s.e. ¼ 0.135, t ¼ 3.192, p ¼ 0.003), but rank had no
effect (b ¼ 20.229, s.e. ¼ 0.135, t ¼ 21.696, p ¼
0.097). In a separate multiple regression, females with
larger values of the hypoallometric trait had more litters
per year (b ¼ 0.377, s.e. ¼ 0.132, t ¼ 2.859, p ¼ 0.006),
as did higher ranking females (b ¼ 20.396, s.e. ¼
0.132, t ¼ 23.007, p ¼ 0.004). In a third multiple
regression, females with more litters per year had
increased ARS (b ¼ 0.715, s.e. ¼ 0.053, t ¼ 13.623, p ,
0.001), as did females with a greater average litter size
(b ¼ 0.388, s.e. ¼ 0.053, t ¼ 7.384, p , 0.001). All vari-
ables in these analyses were mean centred and
standardized. Sample size was 49 because we did not
have enough information on the exact frequency of one
female’s litters.

There is little explicit support for any current hypoth-
esis explaining female-biased SSD in spotted hyenas, but
it is commonly assumed in the literature that larger body
size in female hyenas evolved as part of an integrated suite
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longevity
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0.39**
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Figure 4. Results of path analysis showing relationships
between social rank, the hypoallometric size trait and fitness
components among 50 adult female spotted hyenas. All paths
are shown with relationships significant at p ! 0.20. Path
coefficients are given above paths that are significant at p !
0.10. Arrow width corresponds to the magnitude of the
path coefficient, with positive coefficients indicated by solid
lines and negative coefficients indicated by dashed lines.
The highest social rank an individual can achieve is ‘1’, so
negative path coefficients indicate that rank is positively
related to the response variable. Path coefficients are almost
identical to MLE estimates; 95% bootstrap CIs are given in
electronic supplementary material, table S5, and agree in
all cases with significances of path coefficients. The corre-
lation shown between ARS and cub survival is the MLE
estimate, for reasons discussed in §3.
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of ‘sex-role reversed’ traits, including enhanced aggres-
siveness, social dominance and male-like genitalia in
females. However, our data suggest instead that SSD in
the spotted hyena may result from direct positive selection
on size-related morphological traits in females. Positive
selection may also play a role in the generation of patterns
of static allometry among females. It is not currently
known whether the hypoallometric trait affects fitness
among male spotted hyenas as it does among females.
Direct evidence regarding how female-biased SSD is
maintained will come from comparing effects of size on
ARS between the two sexes. Selection on females that is
absent or negative in males, combined with positive herit-
ability, would provide strong support for positive selection
on size-related morphological traits as a mechanism
maintaining female-biased SSD in spotted hyenas.
Another result relevant to future analyses comparing
males and females is that our path analysis identified a
negative correlation between ARS and cub survival
(figure 4), possibly representing a life-history trade-off
in which females that reproduce at younger ages experi-
ence lower cub survival simply because of inexperience
at first parturition. However, a more likely possibility is
that litter loss before weaning brings females rapidly
back into oestrus [23], allowing them to produce more lit-
ters, albeit unsuccessful ones, per unit time than females
whose cubs survive to weaning.

In addition to comparing selection on size in males and
females in future work, it may be informative to incorpor-
ate our results concerning the specific morphological
traits under selection in attempts to address the remaining
hypotheses explaining female-biased SSD in spotted
hyenas. Specifically, we note that we failed to find evi-
dence for selection on mass or PC1 from a PCA on all
morphological traits. We interpret this to mean that selec-
tion is probably acting on the subset of morphological
traits contained within the hypoallometric measure
rather than overall size itself. Notably, body length,
mass and PC1 are all commonly used as proxies for over-
all size, yet in our study they vary greatly in their
relationships to fitness. PC1 calculated from all traits is
generally not as condition dependent as mass, and is
widely considered a standard comprehensive measure of
size. However, the effect of PC1 on fitness here is even
less clear than the effect of mass. Thus, our results
suggest that, despite the importance of size in biology
(e.g. [1,6,51]), overall size is not always the trait of inter-
est. Our data thus underscore the value of determining
whether size itself, or specific size-related morphological
traits, are under selection. In situations where size appears
vital in mediating an ecological process, it may be that the
proxy used for size was the relevant trait, not overall size.

Although we currently have little understanding in
hyenas of how post-cranial morphological traits contrib-
ute to running speed, feeding performance or hunting
ability, identifying morphological traits that are targets
of selection is an important first step. Interestingly, in
post hoc analyses, we found that all hypoallometric
traits except scapula length significantly influenced LRS
when each univariate trait was included in a multiple
regression alone with social rank. However, no traits
that scaled isometrically or hyperallometrically exhibited
evidence for even indirect selection (electronic sup-
plementary material, table S5). The robustness of this

pattern supports the notion that our allometric grouping
technique has identified a set of functionally integrated
traits, and suggests that selection is acting either on the
hypoallometric trait as an integrated unit or on individual
hypoallometric traits.

Research on the evolutionary forces shaping allometric
patterns in animals has mainly focused on sexually
selected male traits, including ornaments, weaponry and
genitalia (e.g. [52,53]). Although these traits are of
great interest, when investigating the generation of allo-
metric scaling relationships, such strict focus may limit
our thinking, and a broader base of empirical work
would most probably benefit the entire field. We do not
yet know whether the hypoallometric size trait documen-
ted here among female spotted hyenas is shaped by
natural or sexual selection; in keeping with Darwin’s
[54] original definition of sexual selection, the latter
possibility would most probably not have been considered
at all even a decade ago. However, Clutton-Brock [47,55]
has recently argued that competition for reproductive
opportunities among female animals can generate strong
selection favouring competitive ability, and that in
extreme cases, selection may reverse the usual direction
of sex differences in behaviour and morphology. If the
definition of sexual selection is broadened to encompass
the consequences of reproductive competition and mate
choice in both sexes [47], then the spotted hyena
probably represents one such extreme case. If the
hypoallometric size trait affects fitness in female but not
male spotted hyenas, this would suggest it is indeed a
sexually selected trait, and that selection on the hypoallo-
metric size trait drives the rare pattern of female-biased
SSD in spotted hyenas.

The work presented here was described in Animal Research
Protocol no. 07/08-099-00, approved most recently on
4 June 2010 by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee at Michigan State University.
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